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Golden Bay Mortgage Group is a mortgage broker in California that was started by a Loan Officer and a

Loan Processor who worked together at a previous company. They grew tired of the lack of systems

where they worked and figured that they could branch off and build something better, so in 2016

Golden Bay Mortgage was created. The owners quickly learned that being good at loans and running a

profitable business are two completely different skill sets. They were working long hours and not

tracking essential metrics. To make matters more challenging, they were not maximizing their

operations process and were not tracking their income or paying themselves like business owners. 
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UBP engaged with Golden Bay in 2017 and to this day, they are still a client. Working with the

owners, UBP established a monthly P   L with profit metrics that allowed them to grow their

personal taxable income over 35    YOY since the engagement. The only year their personal

income went down was in 2022, however, the company was so agile and so aware of their

numbers, that even in the most turbulent year of rising rates, they only had to consolidate one

position.

Golden Bay Mortgage is up to 13 loan officers and a total employee count of 23. Because of their

engagement with UBP, they track all leads, track all lead sources, know the conversion of each lead

source, the ROI, and their monthly profitability.

They are following the UBP Roadmap to Success TM and UBP is providing weekly group coaching for

their Loan Consultants. Each one of their Loan Consultants is following the same tracking

systems, consistently time blocks for marketing activities using theme days, and is building

their Accounts Pyramid TM with tremendous success.
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Pre-Ultimate 

Business Partners

With the Ultimate

Business Partners

Monthly P&L that shows profitability of the branch, distributions to 

owners, and tax allocations for quarterlies.

Roles and Responsibilites for each position written down, reviewed, 

and agreed upon by all parties.

Regular employee review system with metrics and feedback.

All Loan Officers track leads, lead sources, and conversion. Any one 

of them can look at their leads and know where the tare coming from 

and at what percent they convert. 

Created the Perfect LOA System and hired LOA’s for high producing 

Loan Officers

Took full advantage of existing technology and upgraded to new 

tech that saves time and money.

Company Culture is as good as its ever been and people are excited to 

work there.

Weekly coaching for Loan Officers on Accounts PyramidTM, scripts, 

and The Loan Officer Roadmap to Success TM

No P&L

Not knowing what their income is until taxes are 

filed

Not organized enough to pay quarterlies or 

monthly dividends

No roles and responsibilities for employees

No sales plan or marketing calendar

Loan Officers doing all the work

Underused technology, old technology

SUMMARY

"Opened our eyes to doing business in a new way.  We watch our P&L

closer than ever and our money is right.  Our corporate culture is

our foundation and the Board of Directors program gives us direct

access to their experience and knowledge.  We recommend the

program without hesitation."


